
MARTIN LUTHER KING AND MALCOLM X WHOSE PHILOSOFY MADE

MOST SENSE ESSAY

Martin Luther King's point of view made the most sense in the 's because they needed to act peacefully and
passionately to gain the.

King was raised in a middle-class household where instruction was of import. The white people would give
inkinesss what they deserved. This view was good and healthy. This speech is so memorable because the way
that Dr. He ridicules nonviolence when he compares the current scenario of preaching equality to blacks as the
same thing as preaching nonviolence to the KKK. At this point, black people in America have suffered
through much without resorting to violence, that finding something that will stop them for reaching equality.
While both of these men preached equality, one preached a unity, while the other preached a separate race
equality. Malcolm x also was intersted in desegregated education, and stoping segregation in schools. That
mark was to do inkinesss and Whites free and equal. Even when their lives were at risk, non-violence
followers would never resort to fighting. Education was also important. It simply multiplies the bad feelings
that are there Document J. From a young age, Malcolm X went through many hardships, such as poverty and
crime. King had a more positive attitude than Malcolm X. Violence was the language of the white man. He
lived in the real world; he lived in America. Martin Luther King is arguing that you may be able to kill the bad
people in the world, but it will never kill the roots in which they are growing out of. Malcolm x and martin
luther king had different views on economics. Both men were important to the African-American culture and
had a great influence on black Americans. To this day I believe that kings mightiest weapon was his word.
King fundamentally adopted on a more peacefull doctrine that thought that inkinesss and Whites should be
united and unrecorded together in peace. Despite their churches were being burned and their houses bomb
Document D , the oppressed blacks following MLK would use the march as a weapon Document F. Document
A shows Mr. In this age, the white men did not practice non-violence Document K , so why should the black
man? Malcolm X was was raised in a completely different place than King, an a place of and anger. By the
time he was 15, Malcolm had lost his mother to a mental break down, quit school, and went to jail for
involvement in illegal actions. Whites made it nearly impossible for a Black person to vote without the fear of
being punished for it. The problem that hey were trying to mend, never got fixed because people would always
look down on Negroes and make an example of them Document M. So did Martin Luther king. That is how
things were back then, and little King Jr. Well martin luther male monarchs doctrine mad more sense because
he wanted to convey peace to the people. It was believed that these two men were rivals that despised each
other; yet in actuality they were adamant. He believed that through peaceable presentations and statements
inkinesss were able to someday accomplish full equality with Whites. This decision sparked a revolution that
would forever change America. Yet the both fought for rights of African Americans they both had different
viewpoints. He felt that in order to solve this problem, which the government was only solving one man at a
time Document M , any means necessary had to be used. Malcolm x belived that if black people where to get
the better of with force. He wanted to retaliate against the white people who cause damage to them. MLK vs.
King delivered it with such enthusiasm and strength would make any person listen. He did not like the idea of
innocents dying, and wanted to reach an end peacefully, however he knew it could not happen. Martin felt that
using violence, as a means to get what they wanted, would only result in death and more bitterness Document
L.


